July 2017

THE MEIER
FAMILY
“God doesn’t call the qualified, He qualifies the called”

Praises:
*Added Support
* Candle sales for
Land
* Lori arrived safely
from Brazil

Prayer Requests:
*The work in Brazil
*Safety during
travels
*Meetings

Address:
PO Box 13459
Arlington, TX 76094

Shortly after our last letter we sent
out, Lori went down to be with her sister
Sarah in Brazil for about month. She went
down to be a help to them during a tough
time of Sarah’s pregnancy. Thank you all
who knew and had prayed for her. Lori
after many hours of travel had made it
back to the states safe but exhausted.

Christian fellowship after church
in Brazil

Our last two months started out
rather busy with Amber’s (Loris younger sister) wedding in Indiana then
to Minnesota, and Lori flying to Brazil from there. Then traveling to
meetings in Kansa, Oklahoma, then to Texas. We are thankful that we
were able to settle down for a while and stay in one place in Texas. But
again in just a couple days we will be packing up again and heading out for
New Mexico, Colorado, then up to Minnesota for a little bit and to
Michigan late September.
I want to mention a special thanks to the children at Emmanuel
Independent Baptist Church, Pastor Cooke in Colorado Springs. For
raising $549 to go towards the purchase of camp land in Brazil! Thank
You! Also to those of you who have bought Lori’s soy candles online or in
person! We have about $3000 saved up and set aside now for land! Our
“goal” is 60K. It might seem like we still have a ways to go but don’t forget
who owns the land we are hoping to buy. Money is of no value to God,
and He always gives the best deals! 3K may already be more than we need.
As always, thank you for your prayers and partnership
Corey and Lori Meier
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e-mail: coreylorimeier@yahoo.com

website: southbrazilmissions.com

